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1

Introdu tion

Throughout the history of the Internet, several te hnologies and networking
ar hite tures have emerged, some of whi h have been widely deployed, and others
have only made its rea h to ni he markets. Some generi

ases that

an be

ited

are multi ast, IPv6, java, or even C++. Clearly, the adoption of su h te hnologies
relates not only to te hni al merit but also to a variety of parameters su h as
ease of deployment, or even interest of potential market stakeholders.
In what
as lo al a

on erns the spe i

ase of wireless networks whi h today abound

ess networks with limited mobility support, their utilization in more

disruptive s enarios is yet to see a mass deployment. For instan e, the
wireless ar hite ture

ad-ho

on ept has emerged around 30 years ago and is yet to see

a generalized deployment.
The la k of a mass deployment of ad-ho

networks may possibly be due to

the fa t that entities managing dierent networks (be it individuals or large organizations) la k

lear in entives to parti ipate in the

reation of ad-ho

wireless

networks. The result of this is a tually the rise of simpler and more autonomi
wireless ar hite tures,
lower te hni al

mesh networks,

in whi h all devi es are stati

(pla ing

hallenges) and normally belong to the same administrative en-

tity (thus redu ing the adoption problem). Previous experien e therefore shows
that spontaneous deployments of infrastru ture, mesh or ad-ho
works are

ar hite tures, but there is still not a
may progress, nor a
e onomi

wireless net-

hanging the per eived appli ability of new types of wireless emerging
lear per eption on how su h adoption

lear per eption on what are the in entives (from a so ial,

and also te hni al viewpoint), both from an a

ess and end-user per-

spe tive, to adhere to these networks. Last but not the least, there is also not a
lear per eption on the dynami s of these networks.
Despite the aforementioned aspe ts, a re ent trend related to autonomi
less ar hite tures is giving rise to wireless
to provide broader

wire-

ommunity initiatives with the purpose

User-provided or

onne tivity. In these type of ar hite tures (

users and/or ommunities share subs ribed a ess in ex hange of spe i in entives.

User- entri networks, UCNs )
⋆

[22℄,
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UCNs disrupt Internet

ommuni ation models in several ways. Firstly, any

regular end-user devi e may behave as supplier of Internet
other servi es, and

ontrast, the ar hite tural
s ribes a

onne tivity and

onsequently, the user devi e be omes part of the network. In
ore of the Internet, the end-to-end prin iple [10℄, de-

lear splitting between network and end-user systems. Se ondly, UCNs

grow spontaneously based on the willingness of users to share subs ribed Internet a

ess. Thirdly,

onne tivity is expe ted to be intermittent given that UCNs

are spontaneously deployed. These are some intuitive aspe ts whi h show that
UCNs are a new paradigm at least in terms of Internet
However, there is today still not a

onne tivity models.

lear understanding of the extent and of the

impa t that this rising trend may have in the Internet design. As an initial step
towards a better understanding of what su h impa t may be, this paper is foused on an analysis of existing examples of UCNs, their operation as well as
advantages and disadvantages. Hen e, the paper is organized as follows. Se tion
2 des ribes related work. Se tion 1 goes over the dierent examples of UCNs
ategorizing them a

ording to their main properties. Then, se tion 6 provides

a list of derived assumptions and requirements based upon the four main UCN
properties. Con lusions are provided in 7.

2

Related Work

The qui kest distinguishable feature of UCNs is Wi-Fi sharing. Dierent terms

on ept are so ial wireless netPeer-to-Peer Wi-Fi.

found in the literature that point to the UCN

works, ommunity Wi-Fi sharing,

and also

The te hni al benets of Wi-Fi sharing have been analyzed to some extent [14,26℄ and measurement results show that su h sharing is a
solution in parti ular for densely
to spe i

examples of

overed areas. These

ontrolled deployment of publi

ost-ee tive

ontributions relate only
wireless networks.

Camponovo and Cerutti provide an analysis of regulation aspe ts

?

on erning

hotspot sharing [ ℄. The authors analyze hotspot sharing based on two regulatory (European) regimes, addressing dierent sharing models and explaining
regulatory gaps.
Spe i ally

on erning UCNs, user- entri

wireless models [22℄ show that to-

day the Internet end-user is already not only a
Internet servi es in the sense that he/she
a

ess based upon spe i

( ommunity) sharing in entives.

Our work provides a reality- he k about the
lyzing real deployment

onsumer but also a provider of

an share his/her subs ribed Internet

ases and by

urrent status of UCNs by ana-

ontributing to a better understanding and

hara terization of this emerging type of network ar hite ture.

3

The Global Con ept of a User- entri

This se tion provides a

Network

hara terization of user-provided networks, in luding a

set of assumption and requirements. To

larify main dieren es against other
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autonomi

networks, the se tion also provides a

tures for user-provided networks against ad-ho

omparison of

onne tivity fea-

and other forms of multihop

networking.
A UCN may be represented by a time-varying graph where
less devi es belonging to Internet users (individuals or

edges

represent trust asso iations. The edge

so iation strength. From a pure

regular

and

gateway.

nodes

are wire-

ommunities), and where

ost is a measure of the trust as-

onne tivity perspe tive, nodes have two roles:

Regular nodes use network resour es provided by a gate-

way. Gateways provide networking servi es to a spe i

ommunity of users,

e.g. share bandwidth and provide mobility management solely based on their
owner's (the

mi ro-provider, MP ) subs

way with one or several a

third entity integrates the UCN

on ept, the

is a role that provides some form of
to spe i

UCN

ribed Internet a

ess or in a

oordinated

ess providers. From a management perspe tive, a

Virtual Operator (VO).

oordination (e.g. a

ommunities without owning a spe i

The VO

ess point registration)
infrastru ture nor pro-

viding servi es. Therefore, a VO is simply a role assumed by an entity, by an

Internet Servi e Provider (ISP) 1 , or by a Servi e Provider (ASP).
User- entri ity is a key aspe t of UCNs: these ar hite tures emerge

based

on user empowerment made possible by the ease deployment of new types of
wireless ar hite tures and by the user willingness to
of

ooperate due to some form

in entive ). In addition to user- entri ity,
network resour e sharing, ooperation, trust,

ommunal or individual benet (

UCNs hold four other properties:

self-organization.
Network resour e sharing

and

today ree ts mostly Internet a

ess or

onne tiv-

ity sharing. However, as these ar hite tures evolve, we will likely observe sharing
of additional network resour es (e.g. energy) or of additional network servi es
(e.g. mobility management).

Cooperation

relates to the user's willingness to parti ipate in UCNs, both

sharing and proting from available resour es. In entives to
related to trust (e.g. so ial asso iation), to some form of
broader Internet a

ooperate

an be

ompensation (e.g.

ess), or even to a more e ient network operation.

Trust management
munity. However, to

is today performed by having users signing up to a  omreate UCN se ure environments, user identi ation and

tra eability are issues that have to be addressed. Hen e trust management relates to three main se urity on erns: i) assist users in terms of tra eability; ii)
guarantee user priva y; iii) provide data ondentiality when/if ne essary.
Self-organization relates to the apability to oordinate onne tivity in s enarios where it
willingness to

an hardly be predi ted given that it is based on the user's

ooperate or adhere. In regards to self-organization, a key aspe t

is that UCNs rely on existing (private) deployments. For instan e, in a

ampus

it is likely that a UCN would rely on the existing Wi-Fi infrastru ture mode.
While within a village, a mesh solution

1

Internet a

ess or

ould make a more adequate UCN.

onne tivity is here dened as a networking servi e

onsisting of

IP address spa e allo ation, Domain Name Servi e and routing assuran e.
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3.1 UCN Taxonomy
The roles of the UCN stakeholders (users, MP, operators) and their relationships
shape the Internet design, as these relationships impa t the

ommuni ation in

ways that were not foreseen, e.g., by pla ing both the upstream (from user to
network) and downstream (from network to user) ows at an equal level. To
better understand what may be the impa t of UCNs over the Internet, we analyze
some of the most representative UCN examples as of today, and

ategorized them

into ve dierent sets: hotspot UCNs; mesh UCNs; So ial networking UCNs;
Mobile/Provider UCNs.

Hotspot UCNs

represent most likely the majority of UCNs around us. In this

ategory, UCNs are built upon existing Wi-Fi hotspots. Hen e, hotspot UCNs are
based on Wi-Fi infrastru ture-mode, where an

A ess Point

(AP) mediates all

ommuni ation to and from a set of end-user devi es. Users adhere to hotspot
UCN models due to roaming in entives: a user shares his/her Internet a

ess

subs ription in ex hange of roaming a ross other hotspots shared within the
same

ommunity.

Mesh UCNs

are possibly the oldest UCN

UCNs based on mesh relate only to

ategory. It should be noti ed that

user- entri mesh networks, given that

om-

munities of users autonomously deploy the network. The wireless infrastru ture
is often deployed by the

ommunity to allow Internet expansion in relatively

large areas. In entives relate to low- ost Internet expansion ( apilarity) and not
so mu h with roaming.

So ial networking UCNs

Wi-Fi

rely on so ial networking to seamlessly distribute

redentials and to allow UCN expansion. The MP shares Internet a

based upon

redentials that he/she

ess

ontrols and in situations where the gateway

an be simultaneously used by dierent users, as happens in a household.

Mobile/provider UCNs

are the most re ent UCN

ategory. The potential of

this type of UCNs is still to be unveiled but what is

lear is that the solu-

tions here des ribed will drive the deployment of UCNs. In this
network is formed anytime/anywhere by users a
lowing the subs ription rules of their

ategory, the

ording to their needs and fol-

ellular providers. Mobile-based UCNs are

often provided by operators due to ooading reasons, as a way to lower Capital
EXpenditures (CAPEX).

4

UCN Living Examples

Finally,

Provider-based UCNs

UCNs where the provider (a

are examples of

on rete business appli ations of

ess or servi e) is also a

virtual operator (VO).

This se tion provides an overview of today's living examples of UCNs. Su h
examples have been analyzed and grouped into dierent
their operandis mode, and the proposed
illustrated we

ategories a

ording to

ategories are illustrated in Figure 1. As

onsider ve main models to

The next se tions will des ribe ea h of these

ategorize living examples of UCNs.
ategories, addressing operation for

ea h of the examples, and summarizing the main aspe ts for ea h

ategory.
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Within ea h
within ea h

ategory we have grouped the known examples of UCNs. Then,

ategory examples of operation as well as a des ription of the main

features are debated. Su h features

ontemplate resour e management,

oopera-

tion in entives, mobility management, se urity aspe ts, and additional features
whi h are relevant to

ite as dierentiators.

Fig. 1. UCN

ategorization.

4.1 Hotspot UCN Model
Hotspot UCN models rely on regular hotspots owned by users (or available in
publi

spa es) and give the opportunity for users belonging to the

oordinated by VOs or ISPs to take share subs ribed a
tage of su h sharing. In this

ategory, the ar hite ture relied upon

to the regular infrastru ture-mode of Wi-Fi, where an a
ommuni ation to and from stations. The a
ommunity it

orresponds

ess point mediates all

ess point ( o-lo ated with an a

router) is normally provided by the VO. Moreover, the VO takes
ti ation of users within the

ommunities

ess and to take advan-

ess

are of authen-

oordinates. Today, most households

represent a hotspot UCN.
The in entives for this
subs ribing a

ategory relate with roaming: a user shares an already

ess in ex hange of roaming a ross other shared a

esses. It should

be remarked that a user is only entitled to roaming if i) he/she a quired a gateway
to a VO; ii) su h gateway be omes a tive and is registered (on the VO ba kend
systems) as a shared hotspot.
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In this

ategory, there is no end-to-end data ondentiality nor priva y. More-

over, the MP is the responsible for any tra
providers
a

an only

onsider a

to the a

ess. In other words: a

ess

ountable the MP: any violation of the subs ribed

ess is input ed to the MP.

FON

FON [13℄ is one of the most

on rete and su

UCN model, and in . As of July 2013, FON

essful examples of a hotspot

laimed to have the largest Wi-Fi

network with over eight million hotspots worldwide.
In order to be part of FON, all any user has to do is to register as part of
the

ommunity, whi h implies obtaining

redentials. In addition the user has to

a quire a FON so ial router (FONERA). This is in fa t an A
(AP) whi h is ready to allow Internet

ess Point/router

onne tivity sharing and that will also be

the basis for the free hotspots that are available to all FON users. Ea h FON
so ial router is asso iated with spe i

user (username/password)

and as soon as it gets registered, it be omes a FON a

redentials

ess point. The a

ess to

the FON so ial router is performed by the regular redire tion to a Wi-Fi portal:
ea h time a user is within the range of a so ial router and

onne ts to the given

signal, the browser is automati ally redire ted to the main portal page, whi h
asks for the user's

redentials.

Users that register in FON are expe ted to already hold an Internet a
subs ription. Hen e, FON is not an operator nor a

simply provides a box and a virtual registration to a
here

oined with the notion of

Virtual Operator

FON subs ribers are then split into two
users that hold a broadband

ess

Servi e Provider (SP). FON

(VO).

ategories,

ommunity, and hen e is

Linus

or

Bills. Linus are

onne tion and a FON so ial router. By means

of a quiring the so ial router, they are entitled to roam a ross the FON Wi-Fi
hotspots for free. This is the regular

ase of a residential user that simply wants

to have the possibility to roam freely. Here, the in entive to share is simply
broader roaming.
Bills are users that want to do more than roaming, namely, they are looking
for a nan ial in entive to use FON. Bills re eive 50% of the net revenue due to

Aliens ) that a

end-users (

Su h end-users then a

ess FON by mean of previously a quired FON passes.

ess FON by means of the Bills' APs. In addition, FON

gives Bills the means to personalize their a

ess points and sign-in pages - Bills

an then advertise their produ ts and servi es within their neighborhoods. Overall, only Linus users have unlimited/free a
have to pay the a

ess to FON APs. Bills in

ontrast

ess as normal users (but re eive part of the in ome).

Today FON deploys their rmware on a large variety of low- ost APs, ranging
from Linksys to Netgear. The rmware is based on the OpenWRT operating
system.

Operation

Let us provide a

on rete example for Bob, a user that wants to

use FON to be able to prot from broader roaming. Bob goes to the FON site
and registers freely as a new user providing the regular details su h as e-mail
address, postal address, et . Upon registration, Bob be omes an Alien, i.e., Bob
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is registered but is not yet a FON subs riber. In order to be ome a Bill or Linus,
Bob needs to a quire a FON so ial router (FONERA) and to a tivate sharing,
i.e., to establish a

FON spot.

Upon arrival of the new AP to his house, Bob

onne ts it following FON's

guidelines. Bob then enables sharing and registers its FON so ial router on the
FON online a

ount, thus be oming a Bill and obtaining a

ess in any FONSpot

worldwide.
When Bob roams and wants to a
his

redentials on the

ess other FonSpots, he has simply to enter

aptive portal of FON. There is no se urity however, for

the users proting from shared

onne tions.

In regards to resour e management, FON provides very simple support, whi h
only onsiders a simple priority s heme to take into

onsideration potential down-

stream and upstream restri tions. More relevant is the fa t that a MP

an limit

(manually) the amount of bandwidth being shared.
In entives to

ooperate in FON are two-fold. Broader roaming is no doubt

the main in entive to address. In addition and spe i ally for the

ase of Bill

users, there is a nan ial in entive: FON allows Bills to keep half of the vou her
generated revenue. Mobility management is not integrated in FON. The user
an roam but there is no session

ontinuity, nor any guarantees in terms of

nomadism.
In terms of se urity, FON prote ts the wireless

onne tion of the MP with

regular means, e.g., WPA, WPA2, WEP. The shared a

ess is, however, open.

Additional features supported by FON that are relevant to

ite are that

sharing is an optional feature. In order to roam a user has to a quire an AP
from FON. However, if that AP is not a tive, the user

an roam within the FON

ommunity. Moreover, the last APs in orporate a number of
(e.g. Twitter, bitTorrent

lients) and the user

an download

ollaborative tools
ontent from the

Internet independently of his FONERA being or not being a tive.
In terms of poli ing and monitoring, FON equipment provides regular traf

management statisti s (but does not dierentiate between MP and shared

onne tions.

OpenSpark

Being a prede essor of FON, OpenSpark [15℄ provides a similar

type of ar hite ture in Finland. OpenSpark is managed by MP-MasterPlanet
Ltd, a Finnish ISP/WISP whi h manages the Wi-Fi network SparkNet. OpenSpark
was born of SparkNet, and follows a model where the usage in entive is free
roaming. Being a simple

ase of FON, OpenSpark provides less features than its

peer.

Generi Operation

Similarly to FON, in order to use OpenSpark Bob needs

to have an Internet a

ess subs ription and to a quire an AP that has been

personalized for use in OpenSpark. Bob then needs to a tivate the AP at home,
to take

are of its

and of the

onguration, and to register itself (by means of the new AP

aptive portal of OpenSpark) as an OpenSpark user.

OpenSpark does not provide any resour e management, and the single type
of in entive is broader roaming for users adhering to the

ommunity. Similarly
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to FON it does not

ontemplate any mobility management features. A key dif-

ferentiator aspe t to FON is that sharing is mandatory: the a quired APs must
be up all times. Another dierentiating aspe t is the fa t that OpenSpark allows
expansion of hotspots by means of bridging between multiple APs (whi h will
be seen as a single virtual AP).

LinSpot

LinSpot [11℄ is intended to be an easy o-the-shelf solution that allows

a user to prot from an already existing subs ribed Internet a

ess, by turning

the lo al AP into a paid and protable hotspot. Compared to FON's 'Bill' model,
LinSpot is

heaper to setup, as it is software-based and does not require the

pur hase of new hardware. On the other hand the MP must have an existing
( ompatible, open-sour e) AP/AR and a
This

omputer with an Ethernet interfa e.

omputer will have the LinSpot software installed and is the manager of a

LinSpot hotspot - the

omputer must be up all times. All the APs in the LAN

segment therefore be ome LinSpot APs.
The business model of LinSpot is that LinSpot xes the pri es of Internet
a

ess in LinSpot-enabled APs. These pri es are said to be half of those of

ommer ial WISPs. The MP gets 85% of all prot, being that the remaining
15% goes to LinSpot. Payments are done via the PayPal system and prots are
immediately transferred to the MP's a
In its

ount.

urrent version, LinSpot is available only to Ma OS X operating system

and does not support any form of wireless se urity.

Generi Operation

Firstly, Bob

AP/AR through an Ethernet
a stati

IP

he ks that his

able and that the

omputer is
omputer is

onne ted to his
ongured to have

onguration. In addition, in his router, DHCP, DNS, and se urity

must be disabled (as LinSpot pa ks a DHCP server) .
Then Bob is ready to download the LinSpot software ( urrently only available
to Ma OS X) and follow the installation instru tions. If not already registered in
PayPal, Bob must

reate an a

ount and register in LinSpot, in order to re eive

the payments. After this setup, anyone

onne ting to this a

ess-point will be

redire ted to a web page with the billing information and, after paying the fees,
allowed to use Bob's Internet a

ess.

This means that every devi e in Bob's LAN will be redire ted to this page.
To avoid this, the LinSpot system is prepared with a free-a
that are allowed to

ess list with devi es

onne t freely. Bob must add to this list every other

omputer

he might have.
By installing LinSpot, Bob is opening a spe i

LAN (e.g. his home hotspot)

to everyone around. Together with the fa t that no en ryption is being used, this
means that Bob must be

areful with the resour es he is sharing (e.g. les and

printers) be ause everyone will have a
to leave his LinSpot-enabled

ess to them. Furthermore, Bob will have

omputer turned on all the time, or his hotspot

won't work.
The

ooperation in entive for LinSpot is nan ial: an MP

an get 85% of

revenue for users that rely on his/her hotspot. Moreover, roaming is also
sidered as an adhesion in entive, for users willing to pay monthly a

on-

ess fees.
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LinSpot provides no se urity at all. As additional features, LinSpot in orporates
logging, as well as billing reports whi h are provided to MPs.

SofaNet

?

SofaNet [ ℄ is one example of a UCN model in whi h a user needs to

pay to have

onne tivity. To be able to use Internet

onne tions made available

by SofaNet members, one has to buy a at rate vou her Zeitatrate with
SofaNet for 15 Euros. Vou hers
they

an be used for 90 days, around the

lo k, but

ome with a transmission volume limit.

The major

ondition to be ome a SofaNet member is to have an Internet

subs ription from T-Com or a reseller su h as AOL, Freenet, or 1&1. SofaNet
members

an use their own DSL identi ation for their own Internet a

ess. A

new DSL identi ation, bought from SofaNet, will be used by guest users. Both
DSL identi ations

an be used simultaneously over the same DSL

For that, two WLAN routers need to be

onne tion.

ongured with the dierent DSL identi-

 ations. The DSL identi ation (e.g., PPPoE identi ation) identies the user
as well as the tari (e.g. at rate), whi h allows the SofaNet member to still
use its own tari plan, while guest users are allowed to use a dierent one. Any
SofaNet member has to respe t the SofaNet rules and must behave a
the

ording to

onditions of the DSL operator. SofaNet is registered with the Federal Net-

work Agen y in Germany and provides the required storage of
A SofaNet member is responsible must not give Internet a

onne tion data.

ess to anonymous

users and should en rypt all the tra .
For guest visitors, SofaNet relies on the pre-paid model. Pre-paid pa kages go
from 1-2,5 Euros for 500 MByte transmission volumes for 24 hours to a 15-37,50
Euros pa kage with 6 Gbyte volume for 90 days.
The major dieren e to previous examples (su h as FON or OpenSpark) is
that normally UCN hotspot models are dire ted to

ommunities of users willing

to roam for free, and outsiders have to pay for Internet a
faNet members always pay for Internet a
Moreover, while the

ess. In

ontrast, So-

ess, although it is only 17

ents a day.

ore business of FON is to sell their hardware (Foneras),

SofaNet sells DSL identi ations. With the usage of two dierent DSL identiations, it is easier with the SofaNet model to identify who is using the shared
Internet a

ess (the MP or the guest users). It should be noti ed however that

their model of operation is tied to German regulation, where there is still a
splitting between the a

Generi Operation

To be ome a member of the SofaNet

needs to buy a DSL

lear

ess line and the Internet servi es subs riptions.

ommunity, Bob rst

onne tion from T-COM or a T-COM reseller. Hen e, sub-

s ribers of other DSL operators in Germany, su h as Ar or, Ali e, Net ologne,
and Versatel

annot be ome SofaNet members.

Bob must use its old DSL identi ation, while a new SofaNet DSL identi ation is to be used by guest users only. On e Bob gets its T-COM DSL

onne tion

and DSL identi ation, he has to buy two APs from SofaNet. One AP will be
used by Bob only (prote ted with WEP/WPA) and the other is to be used for
Bob's guests (open a

ess). Both APs are expe ted to be

onne ted to the same
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DSL servi e (e.g. by means of a swit h). Therefore, there is a physi al tra
separation up to the APs that Bob a quired. Nonetheless, the wireless link for
guests is unprote ted.
Resour e management

an be supported by SofaNet by deploying two VPNs

to the dierent APs. In terms of

ooperation, roaming is again the main in entive

provided. In addition, there is a nan ial in entive whi h gives SofaNet members
the possibility to provide their own pri ing model to guest visitors. Se urity
aspe ts in SofaNet

an be provided end-to-end (by means of VPNs and of DSL

identi ation). By default the a

ess for guests is left open. An additional feature

to state is that members are oered 1Gbyte free tra

volume per month as

in entive for roaming, as long as the user keeps the hotspots a tive more than
95% of the time.

4.2 So ial Networking UCN Models
So ial networking UCN models are examples of UCNs whi h rely on so ial networking aspe ts to distribute Wi-Fi

redentials and to allow

to expand. The user therefore shares onne tivity for whi h
and also for situations where the AP

onne tivity models
redentials are known

an be used simultaneously, as happens for

instan e at a residential household.
In this UCN

ategory, there is still a VO whi h is responsible for ba kend

management, mostly to register shared APs and to take

are of the basi

au-

thenti ation. The MP relies on his/her own equipment to allow the sharing to
happen, but however, su h sharing is

ompletely independent from the existing

onne tivity model and also from the existing wireless ar hite ture.

Wi. om

Wi. om

2

[25℄ is a brand for a UCN

on ept whi h goes a step further

than FON in terms of empowering the end-user as

onne tivity provider, given

that it bypasses the need to a quire hardware: Whisher's fun tionality is purely
software-based and integrated into the end-user devi e. By relying upon a spe i

3

lient software omponent (plugin ), Whisher gives the means to establish shared
onne tivity among users that belong to the so ial sphere of an MP. The Whisher
plugin basi ally gives an MP the possibility to ex hange, in a se ure way, Wi-Fi
redentials of an AP the MP

ontrols to users from his/her so ial network(s).

Conne tivity sharing therefore follows a so ial networking model.

ess grant, namely publi , buddies-only ( urprivate. As its name suggests, publi a ess grant allows

Wi. om has three avors of a
rently unavailable), and

anyone to use the hotspot as long as he/she has the Wi. om
and a registered a

ount. For the

about fully sharing his

lient software

ase that the owner is still not

onne tion, he

an provide a

omfortable

ess to only his family and

friends through the buddies-only option. This option is also useful in the

ase

of a small network among neighbors. For that, the owner has to add these users
to his buddy list, and only the users on this list will be allowed to a

2
3

ess the

Formerly known as Whisher, Wi. om is a brand reselling for the plugin Whisher.
Currently only available for Ma OS and Windows XP.
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hotspot. As for the private option, only users set as VIP will be able to a

ess

the hotspot. In order to add a user to the VIP list, the owner of the hotspot must
sele t them from the lo al Wi. om users' list. Su h option is available for the
ase when the owner wants to have the most of the bandwidth available to him,
but without letting other important users (i.e. the VIP ones) without a

ess.

The owner of the hotspot is responsible for setting se urity measures (e.g
WPA/WPA-2, WEP) for his network. With that, the Wi. om software will
allow users a

ess but without letting them know about the key.

Generi Operation

Bob goes to the Wi. om site and downloads the Wi. om

plugin for his ma hine, installing it. On e a tive, Bob is asked to register (obtain username and password) on Wi. om. After registration, Bob provides information

on erning the hotspot(s) he is willing to share, by issuing a spe i

identier and a wel ome message to other users belonging to his Wi. om soial network(s) . The

onne tion sharing is managed automati ally a

ording to

the levels of trust spe ied by Bob, and the Whisher manager provides se ure
onne tions to all users that Bob is sharing

onne tivity, by means of WEP.

As mentioned, only the owner of the hotspot (Bob)
to be allowed to a
to be

an de ide who is going

ess his hotspot. Another interesting feature is the ability

onne ted in areas where there is no other users sharing

onne tivity.

This is possible through the partners registered (e.g., Starbu ks, A
Best Western hotels) that oer
user needs is

harge his a

or hotels,

onne tivity at a very reasonable pri e. All the

ount with premium Wi-Fi minutes (wi out

whisher) whi h will be used in a per-minute based form a

redit in

ording to the needs of

the user. it should be noti ed that Wi. om does not allow simultaneous a
given that it inherits the provided a

ess rules - there is no

ess,

onne tivity model

hange.
Wi. om simply relates to the ex hange of
no

redentials and therefore there is

on ern in terms of resour e management. However, the MP

usage of his/her shared hotspots and
hotspot. Moreover, the MP

an tra e the

an blo k greedy users from a

essing a

an also dene the maximum amount of bandwidth

he/she is willing to share with ea h

ategory of user. In entives to

ooperate are

again related with broader roaming only. In terms of se urity aspe ts, there is
a

lear bet on se urity, given that the

redentials of shared hotspots are only

known to the MPs and are ex hanged se urely.

Key WiFi

KeyWiFi [12℄is a servi e provided by KeyWiFi LLC, New York,

USA. KeyWi has as mission to provide low

ost broadband Internet a

ess

onne tions through a provisional patent-pending wi sharing platform. In its
essen e the purpose is, as WiFi. om, to provide WiFi

redentials to users roam-

ing. KeyWiFi appeals to the regular end-user willing to be ome an MP and to
get some prot out of su h sharing. The argument of KeyWiFi relates to the
unused spe trum available around, in parti ular in dense areas.
KeyWi follows an ebay philosophy in terms of shared keys. Users willing to
share their a

ess (and to get revenue out of su h sharing) register in KeyWi as
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suppliers (MP). KeyWi provides suppliers with a spe i

Keywi key for ea h

hotspot that the MP registers. The MP also pays KeyWi $9.98 per month.
Users that are willing to prot from KeyWi shared hotspots will pay also $9.98
to KeyWi, but two thirds of the fee will go to the user sharing a hotspot.
KeyWi therefore expe ts to be a

atalyze for sharing of hotspots that today

are simply private.

Generi Operation

Bob has wireless Internet a

ess both at home and at o e

by means of two dierent APs. Bob normally uses Internet a

ess in his o e

during the morning, and during the afternoon and evening, he goes ba k home.
Hen e, both APs are in average unused 50% of the time. Bob therefore de ides
to make some prot out of it and joins (registers) on KeyWi, agreeing to pay
9.98 $ per month. He registers both his home and o e hotspot in KeyWiFi,
and users belonging to the KeyWi

ommunity (also registered)

shared hotspots. Then, registered users of the KeyWi

an a

ommunity

ess his

an a

ess

Bob hotspot. Two thirds of their Keywi monthly fee then go to Bob.
Being a very re ent model, there are still a few open issues. For instan e,
simultaneous use of several hotspots by a single user requires some management
in terms of the revenue obtained by the MP.

4.3 Mesh-Based UCNs
Mesh-based UCN models are examples of UCNs based on mesh networks and
hen e are possibly the oldest way to deploy the UCN

on ept. The wireless ar-

hite ture is mesh-based but the deployment itself is performed by

ommunities

of users. Hen e, VOs in mesh-based UCNs are muni ipalities and also even spei

ommunities of users. Also, the MP tends to be the VO for this

ategory,

as shall be explained.
In this

ategory, the wireless infrastru ture is often deployed by the

ommu-

nity to allow Internet expansion of already existing pla es. The in entives relied
upon in this

ategory relate often to Internet expansion at low- ost and not so

mu h with roaming.

Wray Village

The Wray village proje t [24,3℄ was born from University of

Lan aster Wray Broadband Proje t [17℄ in 2004. This proje t deployed a small
number of mesh devi es [3℄ having in mind to provide the village with a reliable network infrastru ture at relatively low- ost. Wray
two square kilometers and Internet a

overs an area of around

ess is provided by means of a radio link

(5.8GHz) whi h rea hes Wray s hool main building, lo ated on a hill. Then,
wireless mesh nodes based on Lo ust Mesh rmware are lo ated in strategi
ations,

lo-

hosen both due to geography and also due to expe ted lo ation. Overall

there are around 10 mesh nodes and it serves around 100 users, both from a residential and business

overage perspe tive. In order to assist in over oming blind

spots and also in providing better reliability, the Wray mesh runs the routing proto ol

Ad-Ho On demand Distan e Ve tor (AODV)

proto ol, whi h has
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been manually
are

ongured to ensure better network operation. Most of the nodes

laimed to a hieve 3Mbps, restri ted by manual poli ing in order to ensure

fairness. Moreover, experiments [3℄ done in Wray state that the performan e
a hieved by Wray users vary depending on equipment and lo ation. End-users
who installed an exterior antenna a hieve around 2Mbps, while users relying
on PCI or USB network

ards a hieve data rates as low as 0.5Mbps. All main-

tenan e in the mesh network is done by
parti ular

ommunity users. This is therefore a

ase of a UCN, in the sense that users are the heart of the network

operation.

Generi Operation
Internet a

Bob has re ently moved to Wray and would like to have

ess. All he has to do is to ask the Wray volunteer management oun il

for an USB devi e whi h assists him with the

onguration to the

losest mesh

node. Bob's data is then transferred a ross the mesh network with the assistan e
of AODV, up to the Internet a

ess lo ated in the Wray s hool. Poli ing rules

are enfor ed to ensure data fairness.
Resour e management is ensured manually and enfor ed in a way that is fair
based upon lo al usage. Ea h individual user in the mesh network is provided
with a maximum data rate of 3Mbps.
In entives in Wray relate to having Internet a
low- ost. There is no spe i
MP - the

ess in a remote area, at a

need for mobility aspe ts. In Wray, there is a single

ommunity - whi h is also the VO. Hen e, se urity is established by

means of the regular Wi-Fi se urity ways, namely, WPA or WEP. Guests will
have open a

ess.

It should be noti ed that in
there is not a global
users in a
the

ontrast with the previous examples of UCNs,

on ept of bandwidth sharing in the sense that a group of

ommunity is willing to share an existing a

ess. In Wray, the MP is

ommunity.

CuWIN

The

a volunteer

Champaign-Urbana Community Wireless Network (CuWin) [7℄ is

oalition

omposed of networking resear hers-developers and

om-

munity volunteers that are  ommitted to provide low- ost, non-proprietary, doit-yourself,

ommunity- ontrolled alternatives to

els. The CuWIN vision
that

ontemporary broadband mod-

onsists in improving networking te hnology in a way

ommunity of non-expertise people

themselves in order to satisfy their

an deploy a wireless mesh network by

onne tivity ne essities.

CuWIN provides any regular user worldwide with the possibility to voluntarily host CuWIN nodes. In other words, upon demand CuWIN may provide their
rmware to any user. In addition, CuWIN also sells a

omplete box solution,

4

whi h in ludes CuWin rmware and hardware from Metrix (Metrix Mark II) .
CuWIN rmware (CuWinWare) is

ompatible with a reasonable number of

hipsets, but however, it requires that the
supported by NetBSD ad-ho

hipset of the wireless

ard to be

drivers. CuWIN re ommends installing on nodes

that are expe ted to be stati , e.g. old PCs. Installation
PXE booting, by CD, or by online updating.

an be performed by
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Nodes run on 802.11b,

hannel 11 (dened at

ompile time). Moreover,

CuWIN relies on a parti ular type of routing proto ol, the

State (HSLS)

Hazy Sighted Link

[5℄ proto ol. HSLS is a link-state proto ol developed by BBT

te hnologies whi h uses both rea tive and proa tive routing to minimize route
updates.In

ontrast to other link-state solutions, it prevents ooding the net-

work by making

hanges in far away links be ome less relevant than

on links nearby. By applying the fuzzy-logi
state

hanges

prin iples, propagation of link

hanges is done in a qui ker way to nearby nodes, than to nodes far away.

This gives room for CuWIN to

laim to s ale up to thousands of nodes.

The CuWIN ar hite ture is a two-layer hierar hi al network. It
ba khaul layer (identied by

uwireless.net) whi h is solely

routers. The se ond layer is used by regular users (end-user layer,
and may just

uwireless),

ontain o-the-shelf APs, or even another wireless networking

solution. Internet a
the CuWIN

ontains a

omposed of CuWIN

ess is provided by users (and organizations) belonging to

ommunity whi h are willing to share their servi e. They therefore

be ome CuWIN gateways, from a mesh network perspe tive.
Currently, the most prominent proje ts that are based on CuWIN are the
Urbana proje t, Wireless Ghana, Mesa Grande Reservation.

Generi Operation

To setup a new wireless CuWin mesh network in a given

ommunity Bob must rst download CuWin software [6℄ or a quire the CuWIN
kit. Bob is a do-it-yourself man and opts for the software installation on an old
desktop PC equipped with a wireless

ard that holds an Atheros

hipset. After

booting, Bob's PC be omes a CuWIN node. Bob is then part of the CuWin
ba khaul in his town and opts to share his own Internet a
nity. He then

ess with the

ommu-

onvin es a few other users around to join the network and hen e

the network grows steadily.
Ana is a visitor in town and wants to read her e-mail. She simply opens
her PDA and
immediately

an see the

uwireless

SSID available, so she

onne ts to it and

an use the available network.

CuWin provides no resour e management at all, and hen e the quality of the
shared infrastru ture depends upon the simultaneous number of users, as well as
the type of tra

being used. In entives to adhere to CuWin are free roaming

and the possibility to expand the network at a low- ost. An interesting additional
in entive is the promise of servi es in CuWin, su h as a VoIP platform. Se urity
is left to the user sharing his/her a
parti ular for

ess. CuWin is an interesting platform in

ommunities willing to expand existing Internet a

ess in remote

areas.

FreiFunk

Freifunk [8℄ is a non- ommer ial initiative whi h has as motto to

provide free wireless a

ess globally. The proje t is based upon mesh networking

but adds the interesting feature of

pi opeering-agreements (PPAs) [1℄. A PPA is

an attempt to assist in allowing dierent wireless
parti ularly having in mind free networks. Basi

ommunities to interoperate,

rules of a PPA are that an MP

(owner of the PPA) must agree to provide free transit a ross the free network,
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and not to modify any data being transmitted;

ommuni ation must be open;

no warranties are provided. The PPA denes, in addition, terms of use whi h
provide the MP with some exibility in terms of formulating a

eptan e use

poli ies. Freifunk provides users with a rmware (Freifunk Firmware, FFF) based
on OpenWRT. The rmware originally in luded OLSR as the multihop routing
proto ol, a Web interfa e whi h provides AP
features su h as tra

onguration, as well as additional

shaping and statisti s, Internet gateway support. Today,

FFF also provides support for Batman (in addition to OLSR).
Freifunk is therefore tailored for
Internet a

ommunities of users willing to share an

ess, and there are several Freifunk

Germany. For instan e, in 2004 the Berlin
APs, and Freifunk

ommunities, in parti ular in

ommunity

onsisted of 500 Freifunk

laimed having several thousand users a

for free [9℄. Freifunk

essing the Internet

laims 5945 users (shared APs) registered worldwide, being

ir a 2200 in Berlin alone.

Generi Operation

Bob de ides to be ome part of the lo al Freifunk muni i-

pality. Therefore he downloads the FFF and uploads it to his lo al and
ble AP. On e the AP is a tive, a new rewall

the lo al network from the exterior network. In
a

ompati-

onguration is provided, splitting
ase NAT is present, Internet

ess is possibly by means of neighboring stations that announ e Internet a -

ess. Bob does not own an Internet a
willing to share that a
is to plug her Internet a

ess, but Ana, his neighbor, does. She is

ess with neighbors (su h as Bob). Therefore, all she does
ess router to the AP where she installed the FFF. The

FFF AP automati ally re eives a default gateway via DHCP, be omes a gateway, and relies on OLSR HNA4 to provide an announ ement of the new gateway
to other nodes on the network. The
tinually

onne tion to the default gateway is

he ked using "arping". If the

on-

onne tion disappears, then the HNA4

announ ement is dis ontinued.
Freifunk is an interesting and one of the oldest

on epts of UCNs based on

mesh networking. However, its main in entive relates to low- ost deployment.
There is no se urity in pla e, nor any type of resour e management features.

Open-Mesh
ated to

Open-Mesh

laims to be a  ever-growing group of people dedi-

ommunity-owned WiFi, not owned or

ontrolled by any one

orporate

entity. Open-Mesh produ ts relate to the management platform required to
assist an autonomous growth of
provides an AP/A
open sour e GPL

ommunity-owned mesh networks. Open-Mesh

ess router based on dierent types of hardware and on the

Routing OLSR and Batman INside (ROBIN) [4℄ software plat-

form. ROBIN is deployed on the operating system OpenWRT (Kamikaze version)
and runs on any Atheros AP51 router. In terms of multihop routing, ROBIN
gives the possibility to rely on

(BATMAN) [2℄.

Generi Operation

Better Approa h to Mobile Ad-ho Networking

Bob de ides to be a part of Open-Mesh. Therefore, he a -

quires an Open-Mesh AP or opts for just installing the Open-Mesh rmware in
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one existing

ompatible AP (e.g. Meraki, Ingenious, Ubiquiti). He then registers

in Open-Mesh, to

ongure his mesh hotspot, by adjusting parameters su h as

SSID, lo ation of owned APs, setting up WPA se urity, as well as the
portal options. Moreover, Bob
spe i

an spe ify MACs of the devi es that

AP (SSID). Bob wants to

ess a

reate a mesh with 3 APs and hen e registers

the MAC of these APs, providing also a lo ation for ea h. Then Bob
the

aptive

an a

ongures

ommon (publi ) SSID for the three APs, and a private SSID (for his use

only). Both SSIDs will provide the basis for se ure networks, based on WPA
(personal)

redentials. Bob

an also

ongure

hannel and x the Wi-Fi rate to

5Mbps (or opt to have the regular auto adjustment).
Table [18℄ des ribes the main features of Open-Mesh. There is no resour e
management in terms of sharing the infrastru ture. Cooperation in entives relate
to the possibility to deploy a low- ost wireless network in a user-friendly way.
Se urity is provided by means of WPA and the MP

an also blo k

lients by

means of MAC ltering. Moreover, Open-Mesh gives the MP the possibility
(Web-based) to

ongure its shared network and to have a basi

the usage of the dierent nodes that

perspe tive on

ompose the network.

NetSuKuKu

The Netsuku proje t [16℄ envisions a

work with no

entralized

ompletely autonomi

net-

ontrol whatsoever, so that ea h node takes the same

role on the network. It devises a set of proto ols and ar hite ture that should
allow a network to s ale to massive number of nodes and still require very little
CPU and memory usage from ea h node.
Netsukuku relies on the end-user devi es (personal
on ad-ho

omputers) and is based

te hnology, meaning that, in order to be a part of the Netsukuku

network, the user needs just to be at rea h of another Netsukuku node and
install the Netsukuku software. To allow the network to grow even more, in
parti ular on its embryoni

stage, it is possible for a node to be a part of the

Netsukuku network through a VPN tunnel.
Netsukuku follows a fra tal hierar hy in terms of topology, for the sake of
both routing and naming e ien y. Nodes are grouped hierar hi ally into groups

gnode. Then, gnodes are grouped in groups of 256 and so
n, depends on the number of
32
addresses available, meaning that in IPv4 we have 2
IPs, so n =4. Similarly,
128
using IPv6 we have 2
IPs, meaning n =16.
of 256 nodes,
on, into

n

alled a

levels of hierar hy. The maximum level,

This hierar hi al grouping of nodes was useful when

reating both its own

name resolution and routing proto ol. The naming resolution s heme, named

A Netsukuku Domain Name Ar hite ture (ANDNA)

[20℄ is designed as non-

hierar hi al and de entralized name resolution system and is a full repla ement
of the hierar hy

Domain Name System (DNS)

ommonly used on the Internet.

Moreover, Netsukuku relies on their own routing proto ol, the

Path Netsukuku (QSPN) [21℄, whi

Quantum Shortest

h was spe i ally designed for the hierar hi al

topology of Netsukuku and is designed to be de entralized and demand very little
resour es from ea h node. From the perspe tive of naming and routing, gnodes
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represent true nodes on the topology, and within ea h topology level, routing
performs independently.
The network formed by all Netsukuku nodes
through some gateway nodes, but may also
way. This means that Netsukuku nodes

an be

onne ted to the Internet,

o-exist in a

an

ompletely independent

ommuni ate dire tly, and use any

IP appli ation over it.

Generi Operation

Bob wants to expand its Internet a

the open-sour e Netsukuku software in his desktop
has an external high-gain antenna
Bob

an instantly

ess, and so, Bob installs

omputer. Bob's

onne ted to its network

omputer

ard, and as a result,

onne t to his Netsukuku neighbors, at rea h of his wireless

signal. The network is self- ongured and there is nothing else that needs to be
done in order for Bob to be able to

ommuni ate to every other Netsukuku node.

An interesting aspe t for this UCN is that routing

onsiders resour e man-

agement based upon ea h node's available bandwidth. In entives too
in NetSukuku relate to the low- ost deployment in a

ooperate

ompletely plug&play way.

In terms of se urity, Netsukuku follows the design prin iples of any mesh network: routers
a spe i

an sni and misuse tra . However, Netsukuku is developing

ryptographi

layer (Car iofo) to provide end-to-end user anonymity

and priva y to users, based on IP-in-IP tunneling. Interesting features of this
parti ular

ase of a UCN are its de entralized naming s heme (ANDNA) and its

parti ular routing proto ol (QSPN). It should also be noti ed that QSPN does
not support mobile nodes and

onsiders that networks are stable for a reasonable

time (updates take several minutes), i.e., Netsukuku is not tailored for dynami
mesh networks, where nodes may join and/or leave frequently.

4.4 Mobile/Provider UCNs
This se tion provides a glimpse of the most re ent

ategory of UCNs. We de-

s ribed three produ ts whi h assist the development of mobile-based UCNs. As
shall be realized, the potential of this type of UCNs is still to be unveiled but
what is

lear is that the produ ts here des ribed will give a push to the deploy-

ment of UCNs.

MIFI

5

MiFi [23℄

is a produ t (smart AP) of Novatel

the operators Verizon and Sprint to their 3G

urrently being oered by

ustomers, as a servi e dierentia-

tor. The produ t is tailored for users on the go, to provide shared
based on an existing 3G a
form (Web based) whi h

ess. Verizon provides an a
an be a

onne tivity

ess management plat-

essed by Wi-Fi. The MP

an then

usage, perform trust management for the shared devi es, and spe ify
rules for sharing

he k

on rete

onne tivity. Hen e, this is a produ t tailored for users whi h

temporarily need to provide Internet a
In 2011 Verizon and Sprint

ess to a few devi es on the go.

harged $59.99/month for a 3G servi e with

Mi, up to 5GB allowed [19℄. Verizon also provides additional plans, e.g., daily

5

stands for My Wi-Fi, read maifai.
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vou hers. In terms of rates, Mi 2200 [19℄ is
and hen e, users

onstrained by the oered 3G rates

annot prot from Wi-Fi data rates

Generi Operation

ompletely.

Bob is traveling with his family and spends the night at a

hotel whi h has no Internet a

ess. Bob has is Sprint 3G phone and

the Internet. However, his wife Linda would also like to a

an a

ess

ess the Internet.

Hen e, Bob a tivates his Mi 2200, whi h provides a way to share his 3G phone
Internet

onne tion with Linda seamlessly.

MiFi does not integrate intelligentresour e management. However, the MP
an

he k the status of its subs ription (data usage) and

admission

an manually perform

ontrol. In entives to adopt Mi simply relate to the sporadi

users may have to share Internet a

need

ess based on 3G. This is not however a

produ t tailored to allow global shared usage of existing private hotspots.
The se urity provided is simply based on MAC ltering, being the MP the
one that states who

an a

ess his/her Mi 2200. As additional features, Mi

2200 provides an advan ed poli ing and monitoring platform, whi h gives the
means for the MP to prevent breaks in terms of subs ription data rates limit.

JoikuSpot

?

JoikuSpot [ ℄ is a software-based solution that allows users to auto-

mati ally deploy a UCN on their mobile phone. The software is in 2013 available
in most mobile devi es, and is free. In its regular version Joiku allows only
HTTP/S

onne tions and prevents to set up some hotspot

rameters (e.g.

onguration pa-

hange ESSID name, turn on en ryption), or in its full-featured

Premium version that

ost 9 euros. In addition, an optional module

alled

JoikuBoost

an be installed on top of JoikuSpot for allowing aggregation of

multiple 3G

onne tions.

Speakeasy Netshare

Speakeasy, a Seattle based Servi e provider was one of

the rst providers allowing wireless a

ess sharing. In 2003, Speakeasy unveiled

the Netshare WiFi plan whi h had as main purpose to allow a user to share
his/her a

ess with neighbors. The in entive to be ome an MP would be a rev-

enue from 50% in terms of a

ess

osts. Se urity was left to the MP, even though

at the time there was a re ommendation for using 128-bit WEP.
In addition to Internet a
e-mail and newsgroup a

ess, Speakeasy would provide ea h new user with

ess, as well as ba kup dial-up a

ess. Moreover, the

sharing was available not only via Wi-Fi, but also via Ethernet, Homeplug, et .
Netshare is therefore a rst example of a provider based UCN, where an ISP
spe i ally states that the MP is responsible for any infringement of the existing
Internet a

ess subs ription. As

an be seen by Table

??,

the main netshare

in entive was revenue to the subs riber. The most relevant feature to

ite is the

fa t that the provider would give ea h user (MP and regular users) e-mail and
news a

ess.

The ZONFON Case

The ZONFON is a

tion of FON by means of an a

on rete example on the appli a-

ess provider. ZON is an alternative Portuguese
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a

ess provider whi h holds several servi es, ranging from digital TV to Inter-

net a

ess. In terms of Internet a

ess, ZON provides relies on advan ed

te hnology (opti al ber and Eurodo sis 3.0) to provide residential

able

ustomers

with up to 1Gbps. On the last hop to the Internet user, ZON provides different te hnologies, being Wi-Fi one of them. Re ently, ZON partnered with
FON to ex lusively provide FON servi es in Portugal. Being a provider, ZON
laims the deployment of around 100,000 ZONFON hotspots in Portugal. The
widespread deployment was a hieved by providing ea h ZON subs riber with a
spe i

AP/AR (based on the FON rmware, but updated to suit ZON's require-

ments), and also by having deployed a large number of APs in publi
and spe i

lo ations,

neighborhoods in Portugal.

Even though te hni ally ZONFON follows the FON model, this is a

on-

rete appli ation of a UCN where the initiative is provided by the provider
(a

ess or servi e provider) and not by means of a user, or a

ommunity of

users.

5

Comparative Analysis and Evolution Dis ussion

This se tion provides a

omparative analysis of the ve identied UCN

ate-

gories. Su h analysis is performed based on the main properties of UCNs, and
on the dierent roles of users, MP and VO. The

omparison is summarized in

Table 1.
Let us start by explaining the dieren es in terms of who holds the VO role. In
the hotspot

ategory, the VO is a spe i

entity that manages

redentials, initial

authenti ation and AP registration. The same fun tionality is provided by the
VO in the mesh-based model, but in this

ase the VO is normally a

of users. Similarly, in the so ial networking

entity but its main responsibility is to ensure a se ure ex hange of
In the

ase of the mobile-based and provider-based

is assigned to a

redentials.

ategories the role of VO

ess operators. Therefore, the VO has a similar role a ross all

ategories. It has only a
way tra

ommunity

ategory, the VO is also a spe i

oordinating role and does not have any impa t on the

is transmitted in the

the VO does not a

ommunities or a ross the Internet. Moreover,

ount for any end-to-end measures, su h as data priva y or

tra eability. However, our understanding is that this role will evolve and the
VO will, in the future, have responsibilities that go beyond initial setup and
will be ome servi e dierentiators, e.g. distributed mobility management a ross
ommunities.
The set of MPs in the hotspot, so ial networking, and mobile/provider models
fairly
a

orresponds to the global user database, given that all users must share

ess to obtain a spe i

MP set

benet. While in the mesh and mobile

orresponds to a subset of the global

the MP set are expe ted to be rare in most
the rule the mobile-based
that

ategories the

ommunity. Moreover,

hanges in

ategories, being the ex eption to

ategory. A relevant aspe t to mention is the impa t

hanges on the MP set may have on the overall network operation. In

the hotspot model, and despite the fa t that any user is an MP, the impa t
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of

hanges to the MP set are not expe ted to ae t signi antly the network

operation, given that su h operation is tied to the Wi-Fi infrastru ture mode,
whi h splits the network operation into islands (hotspots). The same o
the so ial networking and provider-based ategories. While in the mesh
and despite the fa t that MPs are a subset of the user universe,

urs in

ategory,

hanges in the

MP set are expe ted to bring high penalties to the network operation. This may
possibly be

ounter-balan ed due to the fa t that most MPs are expe ted to

exhibit a stati

behavior (roaming frequen y may be low or s oped in nature).

In the mobile-based

ategory

hanges to the MP set will introdu e high vari-

ability into the network, given that users are expe ted to roam frequently - su h
variability is tied to the mobility pattern of all users.
From a global perspe tive, today, and due to the fa t that the MP role is
simply tied to the

onne tivity model,

hanges to the MP set are not signi ant

from a global network perspe tive. However, the MP role is expe ted to evolve
into a multi-user operation setting, where some forms of networking servi es,
in parti ular in the

ontrol plane (e.g. AAA, mobility management) are to be

sustained by the MP in

ooperation with the a

ess, as starts to happen when

smart APs (su h as Femto ells) are deployed.
Let us now provide some

onsiderations in terms of adoption in entives. The

promise of wider and free roaming is today the most

ommon in entive. A se ond

in entive observed is extra revenue or rebates for a
more prominent in

ategories tied to the a

ess

ost. This in entive is

ess stakeholders, e.g. provider-based

ategories, but it also appears in the so ial networking
in entive is low- ost expansion of Internet a

ategory. A third type of

ess, and this is in fa t the single

in entive observed for examples that fall in the mesh

ategory.

As these networks grow, in entives are also expe ted to evolve based upon
new responsibilities that MPs may attain. For instan e, in entives based on
bandwidth tokens are feasible in a short-range time period, given that today
su h in entives are already present in a variety of

ollaborative tools, from an

appli ation layer perspe tive.
An interesting te hni al aspe t is that most of the
sider resour e management even in simple forms. The

ategories do not

on-

ategories that integrate

some form of resour e management are the ones where the VO is the provider mobile-based and provider-based
that the

ategories -, whi h is somewhat obvious given

ontrol of the network is still

entralized and hen e, easier to perform:

management of network resour es in the mobile-based and the provider-based
models is based on subs ription rules. Resour e management is, however, a eld
whi h is essential to assist UCN growth. Providing MPs with the automati
apability to share bandwidth in a

lever way is also an in entive that will be

deployed in future models. Another relevant aspe t to
and dynami

onsider is that intelligent

resour e management is a must to assist in preventing a

ess te h-

ni al infringements (e.g. going over the average rate stipulated in the Internet
a

ess subs ription).
In terms of se urity and data priva y, today UCNs rely on the available

s hemes, namely WEP for the MP and, most of the times, open a

ess to regular
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users. Moreover, there are

ategories (su h as mesh-based) whi h do not even

integrate se urity, simply leaving the hoi e to the user and advo ating the use of
appli ation layer priva y tools. We argue that for future models it is ne essary to
ensure three basi

properties:

These are aspe ts that

ondentiality, non-repudiation and tra eability.

an be dealt with by adequate trust management models.

Table 1. Comparison
VO

MP set

- All users.
- Changes in the MP set
are not frequent.
- Changes in the MP set
ae t the network only
partially.
Mesh
- Community of users. - A subset
- Changes in the MP set
- manages redentials
are not frequent.
and initial
authenti ation.
- Changes in the MO
- manages AP
set ae t all the
registration.
network operation.
So ial
- Spe i entity.
- All users.
- Changes in the MP set
- manages redentials
are not frequent.
for a ess to private
- Changes in the MP set
APs following so ial
ae t the network
networking.
partially.
Mobile/Provider
- A ess or servi e
- All users
provider
- Changes in the MP set
- Provides any user with are expe ted to be
the possibility to share frequent.
an existing 3G Internet - Changes in the MP set
a ess (limited sharing). may bring heavy
- dierentiates an
penalties to the network
existing servi e by
operation.
relying on UCNs.
Hotspot

6

- Spe i entity.
- manages redentials
and initial
authenti ation.
- manages AP
registration.

of the dierent UCN models.

Resour e Cooperation

Mobility Se urity Aspe ts

Manage- In entives

Manage-

ment

ment

- N/A

- Broader roaming.
- Revenue for MPs

- N/A

- Mostly based upon
private AP se urity
(WEP).- se urity for
the MP; open a ess for
guests.

- N/A

- Low- ost network
deployment.

N/A

- No integrated se urity.

- N/A

- Broader roaming.
- Revenue for MPs.

N/A

- Third-party support
for Wi-Fi (WEP, WPA)
key ex hange.

Based on - On-the-go shared
subs rip- onne tivity.
- revenue
tion
broader roaming
rules.

3G
End-to-end if mobile
roaming. a ess; otherwise
requires VPN

UCNs Follow-up: Assumptions and Requirements

This se tion aims to identify a set of regulatory, so ial, and te hni al assumptions
as well as requirements that must to be taken into a

ount for the development

of UCN solutions. The analysis of relevant assumptions is provided based on the
four major

,

on eptual properties of UCNs:

,

.

onne tivity sharing and relaying

,

ooperation trust and self-organization

6.1 Conne tivity Sharing and Relaying
Current examples of UCNs rely on one-hop wireless
individual users,

onne tivity sharing by

ommunities or organizations. In other words, an MP shares

subs ribed Internet a

ess with spe i

on equipment that is xed in a spe i

ommunities. Su h sharing

an be based

pla e (e.g. residential household) or even

just based on equipment arried by humans. Hen e, MP elements may move while
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Table 2. UCN Follow-up,

asumptions and requirements.

Assumptions
Conne tivity
Sharing and
Relaying

 MPs hold an Internet a ess sub





s ription that is not regulated by the
VO.
The set of MPs is essentially stati
over time.
Sharing is performed on spe i
ommunities ( oordinated by VOs).
Sharing today is based on a singlehop, but future ases will in orporate multihop sharing (relaying
a ross a few hops).
Equipment used in Internet a ess
sharing an be x (e.g. an AP) or
mobile (devi es arried by users).
The a ess operator does not ontrol
UCNs.

Requirements











Tra eability a ross multihop sharing.
Se urity and non-repudiation.
Trust management.
Communities: UCNs must be able to support autonomi
growing of ommunities of mi ro-operators, whi h de ide for
a ommon identity based on a set of ooperation parameters.
Software dened: UCNs deployed must be based upon low
ost hardware of easy deployment, and software that is independent from radio te hnology, operating system, and devi es.
Shared servi es: UCNs should provide a set of servi es, additionally to Internet onne tivity, su h as lo al DNS, Priva y,
and data a hing.
Coverage: UCNs may provide resour e sharing within a few
hops away from an Internet a ess point based on routing or
simpler relaying methods.
Conne tivity: UCNs should be able to keep a tive the offered servi es even in the presen e of intermittent onne tivity. Moreover sour es and destinations may establish onne tivity without the need to go to the a ess network.
Tra : UCNs must be able to provide detailed a ountability
and tra eability (e.g. useful for tra imputation).

Cooperation

 Users are willing to share subs ribed

Trust
Management

 Te hni al in entives should be improved to assist in a win-

a ess against a spe i benet ( urrently, it is wider roaming, revenue,
or rebates)
 Network topology makes it possible to share subs ribed a ess - networks are dense.
 Users move a ross dierent lo ations
(dierent APs)

win mat h for the sharers and the ones proting from su h
sharing. Su h in entives have to be onsidered from the enduser and from the a ess perspe tive.
 UCNs must integrate me hanisms that reward adequately
users that ooperate the most.
 S alability must be onsidered also from an adoption (spreading perspe tive). UCNs should integrate me hanisms to assist
adhesion/adoption.

 UCNs only provide partial data ondentiality.
 Current models disregard user

 UCNs must allow sharing of Internet servi es based on well

 The MP is the a ountable entity



anonymity aspe ts.

from an operator perspe tive.






Selforganization

 UCNs form autonomously based on

ommunity behavior and driven by
ommunity needs.
 Users are not fairly balan ed a ross
APs of MPs.
 The MP set and user set varies frequently with time

dened trust levels derived from so ial networking tool as
well as from nodes networking behavior, and user's so ial
behavior and interests.
UCNs should implement trust models that not only onsider ommunity beliefs, but are a tually dependent upon
surroundings and the level of ondentiality that the user expe ts on a spe i moment and for spe i appli ation. For
instan e, trust models may be inuen ed by lo al onditions
su h as the degree of urrent onne tivity and the urrent
reputation level, as well as by external onditions su h as the
overhearing probability around a spe i node.
UCNs must implement grassroots trust me hanisms, aiming
to in rease the s alability and robustness of the system, without being onned to a spe i ommunity
UCNs should implement reputation me hanisms (e.g., similar
to the E-Bay model) to identify the networking behavior of
nodes.
UCNs must ensure data ondentiality end-to-end and not
only on the wireless link to the MPs. Condentiality should
be provided by me hanisms that do not redu e the user priva y.
Repudiation: UCNs must allow mi ro-operators to laim not
having done a spe i a tion (repudiation ), otherwise he/she
may see his Internet onne tion blo ked or event have to deal
with legal a tions.

 UCNs must be able to self-organize re urring to in entive
s hemes to ensure a smooth operation
 UCNs must be able to provide a better usage of available re-

sour es, su h as by taking advantage of aggregated ba khaul
apa ity or load-balan ed a ross the mi ro-providers in order
to respe t the tra limits des ribed in Internet subs ription
agreements
 UCNs should be able to estimate its dynami morphology,
namely the number of users at spe i periods of time, the
node degree, as well as the average bandwidth that nodes an
take advantage from.
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sharing Internet a
Internet a

ess. Moreover, it is assumed that the MP already subs ribes

ess e.g. based on mobile, wireless, or xed a

Another relevant aspe t to
essentially stati

ess te hnologies.

onsider is that the set of MPs today remains

over time. In other words, the universe of users proting from

the sharing tends to be the same universe of users sharing, as we shall see with
the examples provided. Sharing today is basi ally related to the oer of roaming
servi es. By sharing a

ess within a spe i

ommunity, the user

an prot from

wider roaming.

6.2 Cooperation
Today's UCN

ases are supported by the willingness of the end-user to be ome

part of existing

ommunities. Motivation to do so relates to the roaming in en-

tive, and to the end-user's belief that the benet of using UCNs is higher than
the risk in urred. However, this is a fake sense of se urity, and with time, UCNs
will evolve and users will be ome more intransigent in terms of in entives to
ooperate.

6.3 Trust Management
Data priva y in UCNs is normally partial, given that it is only ensured on the
wireless link and to the MPs. A user an of ourse ope with this gap by relying on
spe i

priva y me hanisms, e.g., using some spe i

appli ation or establishing

a tunnel to a spe i , trusted entity (e.g. a VPN to an enterprise). The ip-side
of this is the related overhead both in terms of

onguration/pro essing time ,

and in terms of data. It should also be noti ed that despite the fa t that the MP
ommuni ation is prote ted, mali ious user tra
(e.g. a

may pass by the MP devi e

ess point) and thus may result in serious violations. Another relevant

aspe t is tra eability and non-repudiation, whi h be omes even more serious if
one

onsiders future multihop UCN s enarios. Trust management

lowering the barriers of these
third-party
UCN is

on erns without the need to

onned to a spe i

ommunity whi h is normally managed by a VO. In
onsider

be dependent upon surroundings, level of
moment and for spe i

trust management models to

ommunity beliefs but a tually

ondentiality that the user expe ts

appli ations. Hen e, the most adequate

onsider in terms of UCNs are de entralized ones,

where ea h peer holds spe i
a

omplex

ertifying entities or revo ators. Currently, trust within a spe i

the future, trust models should not only
on a spe i

an assist in

onsider

trust values and metri s that other peers

ess. In addition, ways to ght ba k selshness of peers (ght ba k the

of the ommons ) have to be
hara ter in terms of who

an

tragedy

onsidered, given that UCNs have a highly dynami
omposes

ommunities.

6.4 Self-organization
Self-organization is a key aspe t in UCNs in parti ular due to the fa t that the
network operation is being pla ed
nity needs, and

loser to the user, and driven by

ommu-

ommunity network usage. Today, self-organization is applied
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in UCNs mostly for improving resour e management aspe ts e.g. in

ase of of-

oading. Cooperation models require, however, self-organization to be addressed
both from a network as well as from a user perspe tive, thus providing more robustness to UCNs, where the

ontrol fun tionality may be split a ross dierent

physi al devi es whi h are not ne essarily owned by a single operator, or even
by an operator.

7

Summary and Con lusions

This paper provides an overview and

ategorization of UCN living-examples as

a way to assist the robust development of these novel ar hite tures and as a
onsequen e to assist in a shift
A rst

on erning Internet ar hite tural design.

on lusion to draw is that there is a

eration amongst Internet

ommunities whi h is

lear paradigm shift due to

and giving rise to new networking opportunities. A se ond
there are

lear te hni al and e onomi

oop-

hanging the network operation
on lusion is that

limitations to today's UCNs. Te hni al

aspe ts to improve relate to adequate resour e management, mobility and se urity. From an a

ess perspe tive there are te hni al advantages that must also be

onsidered, su h as solutions to keep tra

lo al ( onned to spe i

nities) or even methods to make networks more robust by exploring
networking. E onomi

ommu-

ooperative

limitations of these ar hite tures are today tightly related

to the la k of understanding in terms of appli able business models. Therefore, a
key aspe t to analyze are ways to model in entives in a way that be omes profitable to both the individual user and the
Resear h work in this eld should

ommunity, as well as to the a

ess.

onsider how to optimize available re-

sour es (bandwidth and energy);how to devise trust models to lower operational
omplexity due to a need to reinfor e se urity (tra eability and liability); how
to dene in entive plans to adhere to these novel ar hite tures.
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